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CinePlex® Studio Change Log v3.7.0 
(Last Updated 04-25-2017)

New Features:
 Can now handle up to 4 cameras at 200 fps. Requires System Controller upgrade to PLX-8 or better.

 Advanced Marker Tracking: minimum and maximum size can be set for each of 12 markers independently. This allows 
tracking of several markers of the same color, but differing in size. 

  Visualization of 3D trajectory in offline (File) mode is improved: dimensions and marker sizes are adjusted automatically 
based on the data range.

 Calibration tools added to accommodate smaller experimental areas (less than 20cm x 20cm x 20cm).

Minor Changes:
  Significantly faster startup. 

  Loading settings files is much faster.

  Copying settings from one video source to all others is faster, also.

Bug Fixes:
   Occasional crashes in 3D calibration procedure, especially at framerates > 80 fps - fixed.

  Extra records at the end of DV3 file - fixed.

  Single record Dv3 files for the second and following recordings OmniPlex initiated recordings- fixed.

 Ability to change recording folder after arming CinePlex - disabled.

  Slow play back and re-record in File mode for video files recorded at framerates > 80 fps - now real time.

There are no unfixed externally reported bugs.

CinePlex® Studio Change Log v3.6.0 
(Last Updated 11/11/2015)

General:
Starting with CinePlex® Studio Version 3.6.0, CinePlex Editor and CinePlex Studio will each have their own independent, 
dedicated installers. This was done so that the user could easily install one application without the other depending 
on the expected usage of the target computer. Both can be installed on the same computer or different computers 
according to the following:

  Install CinePlex Studio on computers to which cameras are connected, or where existing video files are to be re-tracked,  
or otherwise re-processed.

 Install CinePlex Editor on computers where offline processing of pre-recorded video and neural data files will be done.

New Features:
 Added 1MHz time stamp compatibility with OmniPlex® Software v1.14.

 Added jitter elimination feature for contour tracking option.

Improvements:
  CinePlex Studio now recognizes OmniPlex license keys for configurations greater than 128 channels as valid for  
online camera operation.

 Increased timeout for missing video frames.

CinePlex v3.5.0
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New Features:
 Calibration in one or two dimensions is supported for each camera/file, not just for camera/file #1.

 Speed measurements and events are supported for each camera/file, not just for camera/file #1.

  Two more calibration grids of larger sizes have been added to the 3D calibration function, allowing calibration of fields of  
view up to 9ft x 9ft (3m x 3m).

  Added support for CinePlex V2 modes of operation along with the Plexon MAP System. It is enabled by standard CPX V2  
licensing. CinePlex and MAP operate on two separate computers, but their time stamps and recording are synchronized.  
USB2 PTGrey cameras (VGA resolution, 10 to 60fps) are supported in this mode. Color tracking is increased from three to 
five colors.

 Studio now reads MJPEG video files with either ‘mjpg’ or ‘ffds’ signatures in Offline mode. 

 Studio can read MJPEG files of varying resolutions if both frame width and frame height are a multiple of 16.

 Extended color tracking has been implemented and is available as the preferred option over basic color tracking.

  Entering and Exiting Zone events are now true only for the video frame in which they occur. If the user wishes to determine 
the total time an object is present within or absent from a zone, both the entering and exiting events must be defined and 
the difference between them computed.

Improvements:
 The designated Recording folder is now included in settings files, and is restored when a saved settings file is loaded.

 Selecting Factory Default Settings resets the Recording folder to c:\PlexonData or D:\PlexonData (if disk D is available).

 The threshold at which recording is automatically stopped has been increased to 10 Gigabytes.

  The functionality previously referred to as “Areas” is now referred to as “Scenes” to more clearly define the intent for  
Plexon arenas and zones - they help set the scene.

  In File mode, extracted data files now contain headers and comma separated variables. They are saved  
as file type .CSV, so they can be read directly into Microsoft® Excel or similar tools.

Bug Fixes:
 If online Studio exits abnormally, there is no need to restart the computer before Studio recognizes and honors remote 

   Start/Stop/Pause signals from OmniPlex. The fix for this is in the AccesIO drivers, so the new versions must be installed.

 Speed event can now be set up and operates correctly in object contour mode.

 Studio can now be used with video monitors whose resolution is less than 1280 horizontal and/or 960 vertical.

 Approximately 140 minor changes have been also made to correct small errors, typos, usability issues, and other items  
   resulting from internal testing of this and prior releases.

 There are no unfixed externally reported bugs.

CinePlex v3.4.1

Bug Fixes:
 Events for sequences where Dwell Time for zone 1 was greater than zero never went TRUE.

  When recording with OmniPlex, temporary file names are correctly changed to match .PLX file name when camera  
1 is inactive in CinePlex.

CinePlex v3.4.0

New Features:
 Extended calibration procedure that removes many limitations on camera locations.

 Added advanced color marker tracking algorithms for greater tracking accuracy.

 Added advanced detail filter for whole body tracking (better detail removal).
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 Now records from AVT Pike 100C with 960x960 resolution at up to 60fps.

 Added ability to change dwell time thresholds for events while recording.

 Thresholds for events are now in frames instead of milliseconds.

 Angle-based events: The angle can be computed between any two custom-defined vectors.

 LED tracking in 3 dimensions.

Bug Fixes:
 Approximately 150 minor changes have been made to correct small errors, typos, usability issues, and other items 

resulting 
   from internal testing of this and prior releases. 

 There are no unfixed externally reported bugs.

CinePlex v3.3.0

New Features:
 Support for up to four cameras at 80fps each, both for standalone CinePlex and CinePlex synched with MAP/OmniPlex  

   Systems. Number of cameras is set by a license.

 A new major feature for 3 dimensional tracking/reconstruction allowed by a special CinePlex v3 3D license has been  
   added. It includes: 

   - 3D calibration tool.

   - 3D reconstruction both online and offline.

 Tracking up to 12 color markers both in 2D and 3D modes.

  Standalone CinePlex can be synchronized with Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT) Neural Data Acquisition System.  
Both 2D and 3D coordinates of tracked objects can be sent from CinePlex Studio to a TDT system.

Bug Fixes:
 Approximately 150 minor changes have been made to correct small errors, typos, usability issues, and other items 

resulting 
   from internal testing of this and prior releases. 

 There are no unfixed externally reported bugs.

CinePlex v3.2.1

Bug Fixes:
  Background images were not being restored when a previously saved Settings file was loaded. Workaround is to 
retake the 
background image.

  “Entry Point Not Found” error after a direct upgrade from CinePlex v3.0 to v3.2 without upgrading to v3.1 in 
between.  
The CinePlex v3.2.1 installer has been modified to upgrade PlexClient.dll in all folders where it was historically 
installed by 
the CinePlex installer. The workaround is to rename or delete the copy of PlexClient.dll found in  
C:\Program Files\Plexon Inc\CinePlex V3\Studio\. 

 There are no unfixed externally reported bugs.

CinePlex v3.2.0

New Features:
 A new standalone mode has been implemented with the CPN license. CPN mode:

   - Provides external signals usable by other vendors’ behavioral control systems.
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   - Enables independent recording control of up to four cameras at 40fps each.

   - Supports all normal CinePlex tracking and behavioral capabilities, but for four video sources.

   - Allows up to four .AVI files in Offline mode. 

   - Provides independent Start and Stop of recording, Output Sync Pulse (every Nth frame defined by the user), and Output 
     Record Status for each attached camera.

   - Includes an N-camera control unit for distribution of the outgoing signals. 

 Supported frame rate for AVT Pike cameras has been increased to 200fps on up to two cameras.

 Operates under Windows® XP or Windows 7.

Improvements:
 Capability to copy all settings between video sources, either cameras or files.

 Faster and more efficient video rendering.

Bug Fixes:
 Approximately 200 minor changes have been made to correct small errors, typos, usability issues, and other items 

resulting 
   from internal testing of this and prior releases. 

 There are no unfixed externally reported bugs.

CinePlex v3.1.0

New Features:
 Synchronized operation with OmniPlex in a similar manner to RASPUTIN.

 Recording of behavioral data and video files synchronized with RASPUTIN or OmniPlex on the same computer.

  Standalone operation (without RASPUTIN or OmniPlex) has been implemented with the CPS license option.  
A small Remote Control Unit is required.

  Supports up to two AVT Stingray cameras (up to 80fps each) or two AVT Pike cameras  
(up to 100fps each). 

 MJPEG files recorded by other systems can now be played, tracked, analyzed for behavior and re-recorded as 
MPEG files.

 System can read and write files with 320x240 resolution in addition to 640x480 resolution.

Improvements:
 Many sliders and other adjustment mechanisms for cameras have been changed to make them more user friendly.

 An option has been added to File mode allowing the playback of recorded data from the file itself. 

 The real time .DVT file option has been restored.

 Performance has been enhanced.

 Tools have been added to reset all cameras connected to the system or to close all source files in use.

 File naming has been simplified to handle remote and local recording and renaming more consistently.

Bug Fixes:
 Approximately 90 minor changes have been made to correct small errors, typos, usability issues,  and other 

   items resulting from internal testing.

CinePlex v3.0.1

New Features: 
 Supports up to two triggered AVT Stingray cameras (up to 80fps each).
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 Creates Plexon MPEG files with 10 times better compression than previously available MJPEG.

 Up to 100 zones of interest can be created.

 Up to 100 zones sequences can be created.

 Behavioral analysis and events are added: Enter/Exit Zone of Interest, Finishing Zone Sequence, Speed Limits, and Head 
   Direction (based on markers or LEDs on a headstage).

 Up to 24 digital outputs associated with behavioral events are available.

 All tracking data and behavioral events are stored in Plexon video files.

CinePlex v3.0.0
New release. Please see manual.

CinePlex v2.0.0

New Features: 
 Capture is now a normal Windows application.

 Now has Plexon User Interface.

 Now uses same file naming convention as for the SortClient: user-specified prefixes (up to three characters), date in the  
   file name.

 User-selectable frame rate for recording .AVI files.

 Now includes possibility of near IR (infra-red) recording.

 Now creates log files for each of the three latest runs.

 More warning/explanation messages added.

CinePlex v1.4.0

New Features: 
 Worked out procedure to eliminate video freezing and tearing on the shuttle by switching display to 70 Hz.

 Added capability to delete arena and clear track by right clicking on the video image and selecting an option.

 Changed interface with remote control device so that recording cannot be started when certain error conditions such 
as  
   “Objects too large” are present.

Bug Fixes: 
 Settings file fixed for Arena Transparency, Image Quality, Points to Show and Filter details.

 Minor cosmetic fixes to the GUI.

 Corrected several errors that resulted in an object’s track being erased, obscured, or left around incorrectly.

 Fixed error causing the first timestamp in a .DVT file recorded remotely to have a very large positive number.

 Fixed error causing an object leaving the arena under certain conditions to be tracked.

 Fixed frame count discrepancy - .AVI file showed one more frame than .DVT file.

 Improved contour tracking algorithm to be more sensitive to color contrasts.

CinePlex v1.3.0 

New Features: 
 If there is no clock signal: 

   - Frame rate window now shows N/A instead of a random value.
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- Record and Arm buttons are now disabled, and a notification dialog appears. 

 If the clock signal disappears during the recording process, the recording will now be STOPPED immediately.

 New algorithm for Object Contour Tracking with Background added: it does not require manual selection of “Black on 
White” and “White on Black”, and it tracks objects in both situations automatically.

 Added the possibility to switch between maximum and native sizes of the video window. The last used configuration of 
the 
   video window is remembered.

Bug Fixes: 
 Fixed failure to start with Settings .TXT file saved for the Contrast (new name - Object Contour Tracking) mode.

 Fixed crash if Fill All Objects is selected in LED mode at low thresholds.

 Fixed bugs in Reading Old/New setting.

 Capture/Show/Erase background image is now disabled during the recording process.

 Changes of Arena visualization settings are now disabled during recording process.

 If Settings file contains Arena, it is drawn after loading.

 Dimensions of the Tracking window after Arena loading are computed correctly now.

 With Settings file made in old Capture - understands which markers and LEDs were active.

 Fixed several small bugs in LED mode that improves quality of LED tracking.

 Improved the procedures to outline and fill the found objects.

CinePlex v1.2.0

New Features
 Significantly improved tracking quality.

 Added new visualizations.

 Now runs on the new small form factor Dell computer.

CinePlex v1.1.0 

New Features: 
 Can now capture longer .AVI files (up to one TB).

 Can now record directly to the C: hard drive instead of the Lacie external drive.

 Added support for a USB-USB link.

 Modified File Library to support copying files to an external drive.

 Video file preview now loads much faster.

 Added support for C-HUB for use with Recorder.

Bug Fixes: 
 Fixed some situations where files were not properly closed when the disk filled up.

 Fixed various user interface issues.

CinePlex v1.0.3 

New Features: 
 Added additional camera control for shutter speed.  This fixes image blurring caused from a slow shutter 

setting.

 Changed File menu 
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option “Save Defaults” to “Save Settings” as well as tool-tip for “Save” button on the toolbar. This  
   clears up confusion between “Factory Defaults” and “User Settings”.  Also made the associated dialog changes  
   concerning Settings and Defaults.

CinePlex v1.0.2
Only the documentation changed for this release. The release numbers in the software remained at 1.0.1.

CinePlex v1.0.1

New Features: 
 Added support for interfacing to the NIDAQ Version of Recorder.

 Added Configuration Dialog to allow user to switch between Plexon MAP System and Plexon Recorder.

 Added ability to optionally record .AVI file. This allows the user to make a .DVT file without the overhead of the .AVI file if 
   tracking data is all they are interested in.

 Combined the Record and Pause lines together for the interfacing to the Plexon Recorder.

Improvements: 
 Removed record sputter by adding an internal ARM feature.

 Rearranged the steps in LED and Color Reflective tracking wizards to minimize the possibility of getting a “black” screen 
   by prematurely clicking on the Show Discrimination option.

 Added a Toggle LED engineering mode to support the measurement of Latency.

 Grayed out ARM toolbar button when in the Recorder mode since Capture initiates the Record/Pause signal for Recorder.

Bug Fixes: 
 Grayed the Create/Set Mask menu item and toolbar button when not in the Contrast mode.

 No longer allows the camera settings to be changed while recording.

 Changed the names of Settings functionality to Save Settings and Restore Settings.

 Changed the factory default of the color sensitivity from 0 to 10.

 Moved the Create/Set Mask menu item from the Tools menu to the Tracker menu.

 Removed the OutputAVI and OutputDVT controls when in the DVR only mode.

 No longer allows the OutputAVI and OutputDVT controls to be changed after system is Armed.

 Grayed out the ARM and Record button if neither OutputAVI nor OutputDVT are checked.

 Removed the word “video” from the Start/Stop/Resume menu items and toolbar buttons.

CinePlex v1.0.0 

New Features: 
 Initial release.



About Plexon Inc
Plexon is a pioneer and leading innovator of custom, high-performance data acquisition, behavior and analysis solutions specifically designed 
for scientific research. We collaborate with and supply thousands of customers including the most prestigious neuroscience laboratories 
around the globe driving new frontiers in areas including basic science, brain-machine interfaces (BMI), neurodegenerative diseases, addictive 
behaviors and neuroprosthetics. Plexon offers integrated solutions for in vivo neurophysiology, optogenetics, and behavioral research – backed 
by its industry-leading commitment to quality and customer support. For more information, please visit www.plexon.com.

Sales Support
For Sales Support, email info@plexon.com or call +1 (214) 369-4957.

Technical Support
If after reviewing this document, you would still like to access Plexon’s Technical Support, we are available via several communication channels. 
You are invited to reach us through email or on the phone.

EMAIL PHONE

support@plexon.com 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Central Time  
+1 (214) 369-4957

www.plexon.com
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